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ADEI for Tango
Advanced Data Extraction Infrastructure
Agenda
High-performance dynamic web-interface to slow-control 
time series data with Google-style navigation
➢Perspectives➢Architecture➢Perspectives
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Advanced Data Extraction Infrastructure




Independent source of data
Own configuration, data access rules 
Multiple servers per ADEI setup
• Database
Multiple related data sources
System components
Experiments for the same component
• LogGroup
Sensors with same timestamp
• Mask
Selection of sensors
All / Preconfigured / Items
Andreas Kopmann -Data Management with ADEI
• Virtual / Source Tree
Selection of sensors from all groups
Preconfigured
Dynamic choice with Source Tree
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WiKi Engine
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ADEI Architecture


















Data Source Access Layer
KATRINKATRIN TangoTango Weather TowerWeather Tower
Control
Data Aggregation and Caching
Plot




Complex Data Module for Data 





























































  <Value value="0" name="412-RPV-3-0005"/>

















interval Addressing data interval (UNIX timestamps)
format Required format (CSV, Excel, TDMS, ROOT)
resample Requested sampling rate (in seconds)
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Integration
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Data Flow: Caching
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Data Flow: Plotting
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ADEI Perspectives
➢HTML5 (Client-side rendering & analysis)
➢Custom Views & Multidimensional Data
➢3D Visualization with WebGL
➢Annotations & tighter WiKi integration
➢Modern Hand-held Devices 
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Visualization of Multidimensional Data
Sec. Graph
Data Selection
➢Playback multidimensional image 
of dynamic process in secondary 
graph window




July 29, 2009 19:05:36 
The high voltage was 
switched on at this point
July 29, 2009 21:00:48
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Support gestures on hand-held devices
➢Apple iPhone and iPad
➢Google Android
➢MeeGo by Nokia + Intel 
➢Microsoft WinMobile 7




Requirements: Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP
Supported browsers: IE, Mozilla, Chrome, Safari, Opera, …
Supported sources: SQL Databases, Simple Plugins...
Export formats: Excel, CSV, TDMS, ROOT, Plugins...
Application Integration: Simple Web API
Resolution: From century overviews to 100 Hz
Speed: Interactive at any zoom level ( ~ 100 - 200 ms )
Applications: Cosmic Ray Physics (Armenia), High Energy 
Physics (KIT), Meteorology (KIT)
Development: KIT, YerPhI
License: GPL (Open Source)
